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Greetings and best wishes from
Universiti Teknologi MARA, Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia!

Invention, Innovation & Design Exposition (iiidx2016) is an annual international Exhibition and Competition organised by Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). The focus of iiidx2016 is aligned with the third thrust of the National Higher Education Strategic Plan which is Enhancing Research and Innovation.

iiidx2016’s theme, “Reviving Innovation Soaring Commercialisation”, is set to boost innovation culture amongst students and researchers, encourage collaboration between the academia and industries as well as commercialise innovation and invention.

- Nurture creativity and innovation thinking amongst researchers.
- Display invention/design produced by researchers.
- Protect the Intellectual Property (IP) rights of the idea or invention.
- Enhance commercialisation prospects and market value of UiTM’s innovation/invention/product.
- Create an avenue to establish business networking partnership and opportunities to collaborate with industries.

EXHIBITION & COMPETITION ENTRY CATEGORIES

INVENTOR
Entry from Universiti & Private Universities, Government & Private Agencies, All Higher Learning Institution includes Polytechnics, Training Colleges, Community Colleges, SME Industries & International Staff participation.
(Open Category: Invention / Innovation / Design)
(1 Leader + max. 4 Members only)

STAFF
Entry from Universiti & Private Universities, Agency, All Higher Learning Institution includes Polytechnics, Industrial Training Colleges (ILP), IKM MARA & Community Colleges, SME Industries & International student participation.
(Open Category: Invention / Innovation / Design)
(1 Leader + max. 4 Members only)

YOUNG INVENTOR
Entry from Universiti & Private Universities, Agency, All Higher Learning Institution includes Polytechnics, Industrial Training Colleges (ILP), IKM MARA & Community Colleges, SME Industries & International student participation.
(Open Category: Invention / Innovation / Design)
(1 Leader + max. 4 Members only)

JUNIOR INVENTOR
Entry from Government & Private Schools/Colleges includes SBR, SBT, MIRSM, and Technical & Vocational Colleges.
(1 Leader + max. 4 Members only)

ONLINE REGISTRATION & PAYMENT
Online registration for iiidx2016 exhibition and competition. The payment must be made through UiTM (SHAH ALAM):

Bank Name: AFFIN ISLAMIC BANK BERHAD (AIBB)
Account Name: BENDAHARI UiTM
Account No.: 1054 4000 3422
Branch: 514

Payment can be made through
- Local Order (LO)
- Cash Payment at Bursary Counter - Bursary Unit, Zone 17 (Consultancy)
- UiTM Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia
- Online Payment (TT/IG/EF)
- ATM Transfer
- Cheque/Bank Draft to Bursary Office - Bursary Unit, Zone 17 (Consultancy)

*Please scan the copy of payment document or the payment receipt and email it to appointed Accounts officer at iiidxbursary@gmail.com for confirmation purpose and as your proof of payment.

CONTACT INFORMATION

iiidx2016 Account & Registration Officers
1) Puan Irfan Bahliz Abd Aziz
Assistant Bursary, Bursary Unit, Zone 17 (Consultancy)
Universiti Teknologi MARA, 40450 SHAH ALAM, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel.: 03-5544 3404 Faks.: 03-5544 3468

2) Encik Muhammad Shafiqul Nizam Azadzlan
Research Innovation Business Unit (RIBU)
Universiti Teknologi MARA, 40450 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel.: 03-5544 2789 Faks.: 03-5544 2790